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SUMMARY We have studied the optical distortions in the 
PEP electron/ positron storage rin| for various optical configu
rations using the computer program) DIMAT, HARMON, PA
TRICIA, AND TURTLE. The result) a n shown graphically by 
tracing several thousand trajectories from one interaction region 
to the next using TURTLE and by tracing a few selected rays 
several hundred turns using the program* DIMAT and PATRI
CIA. The results show an interesting correlation between the 
calculated optical cleanliness of a particular lattice coafigura-
tion and the observed operating characteristics of the machine. 

DISCUSSION Prior to Ja>garyl«83 (he operational char
acteristics of PEP were sot good. The machine was unable to 
operate at the original design parameters and did ant reach 
the intended luminosity. By the fell et ttftt both insertion 
quadrupoles Ql and <J2 had been moved closer to the inter
action point. This bad the advantage that we could now use 
our design values of fa = S metre*, fa «• 0.11 metres without 
introducing severe chromatic correction problems (Fig. 1% 

Fig. I. PEP magnet lattice during WSJ. 

We started running in the fall of 1683 with the spring 1994 
tuna of I/J = 25.27 and v, s= 20,10 but without a significant 
improvement in the machine performance. Then in January 
1983 we returned to the mare favorable 'design' tune* of vt = 
21.24 and v, = 18.10. Under these conditions the performance 
of the machine was dramatically improved and the operators 
improved it even further. At high values of the beam-beam tune 
shift parameter (<*t « <>•«.£» as 0.5) it wu possible to adjust 
the strengths of the sextupole families to reduce the 'noise' in 
the experiments. The largest improvements were made early in 
January but the machine performance Improved gradually into 
March. The detailed history of this has been clearly discussed 
byR- iUmetaL 1 

At that time the strengths of the sextupoles were recorded 
In order to simulate the operation by the tracking programs 
DIMAT2 and PATRICIA.3 

tion scimed to have reduced the stable six-dimensional phase 
space acceptance (Figs. Ob-Sb) compared to the starting con
figuration using the theoretically dark ! sextupole distribution 
(Figs. 2a-8a). The 'fuiiinea in J,t, ihase apace had been 
slightly improved, but the chromatic -.pertie* seemed very 
much worse. Even more unexpected v.-re the findings when 
these configurations wen simulated using the program TURTLE.4 

DIMAT and PATRICIA track a few part: lis for a iitrge num
ber of turns and include simulation of svi »otron oscillations, 
TURTLE tracks a large number of particle, chosen randomly, 
for a short distance (here 1/9" tun). The TURTLE tracking 
clearly show*, tint for very large amplitude particle), there is 
lea distortion of the phase spats after the operators completed 
their textnpole tuning. 

DIMAT and TURTLE simulations (not s: ;wn) of running 
conditions prior to January 1083 were abo do::. They showed 
very poor tracking, particularly TURTLE ru: , compared to 
the eases presented here. It was considered tnc instinctive to 
present here the more subtle differences between, od and better 
conditions. 

The apparent degradation of the multiturn optical proper
ties of PEP could be misleading for several reasons: 

1. There are probably small differences between the model 
and the actual machine, particularly in the match be
tween insertions and ares. 

2. The linear part of the beam-beam force causes a pertur
bation of the focussing properties. 

a. Toe nonlmeer part of the beam-beam force causes ampli
tude dependent tune shifts which we do not simulate. 

4. The tracking ignores quantum excitation and radiation 

The TURTLE tracking for one snperpetiod shows only the 
nonBnearrty of the arc section where the aextapoles are located 
and b insensitive to linear beam-beam tone shift and mismatch 
between area and insertions. 

We conclude from these simulations that it is Important for 
the very large amplitude particle* to have sufficiently linear mo
tion between the interaction points. The beam-beam interaction 
apparently cause* a large number of particles to have very large 
transverse amplitude* but the longitudinal (momentum) distri
bution remains ganssian and falls off very rapidly. 

FUTURE FLANS In the fall of 1083 we shall have more 
power supplies and buses available for the sextupoles, and by 
using one more sextupole family it is possible to achieve a sig
nificantly better compromise between geometric and chromatic 
aberrations. A new lattice configuration tor the (all of 1983 
(pepmin3) has been formulated using HARMON.1 The traek-
bgshrnbitiMt* for pepriuM are shewn below in Fjgt. 2c-8c 

Operation this fall (1083) should show how successful this 
new configuration is. It should alto provide extremely useful 
information about the relative importance of geometric versus 
chromatic distortions in an operating machine. The rendu were unexpected, the final operating conlgara-
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Figs. 2»-2«. Stability regions found by tracking for 1024 turns using the program PATRICIA, (m 
= number of standard deviations of transverse amplitude. tip = number of standard deviations of 
momentum deviation during synchrotron oscillation). 
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Pigs. 3i-3c. Variation of tune with momentum ohtained using the program PATRICIA. 
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Figures ^s-fc. Verticil phase apace when tracking with the pro- Figs. Sa-Se. Vertical phase space when tracking with the pro
gram DIMAT. Particles are shown with 0 ,12 and IB standard gram DIMAT. Particles are shown with 9,12 and 15 standard 
deviations of transverse amplitude and ttro momentum devia- deviations of transverse amplitude and three standard devia
tion. - •• ' tions of momentum deviation. 
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Figs. 8a-Bc. Verticil phase spice when tricking 30,000 particles 
for 1/6'* turn using the program TURTLE. The maxima of the 
distibution are SO standard deviations of transverse amplitude 
and zero momentum deviation. 
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Figs, 7a-7c. Vertical phase space when tracking 20,000 particles 
for 1/6"1 turn using the program TURTLE, The maxima of the 
dislibution u e 20 standard deviations of transverse amplitude 
and 10 standard deviations of momentum deviation. 
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Figs. 8a-8c, Vertical phase space when tracking 20,000 particles 
for 1/6'* turn using the program TURTLE. Too mmdma of tho 
distibution are IS standard deviations of transverse amplitude 
and A standard deviations of momentum deviation. 
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